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LESSON XVII.
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throat" competition. When men find themselves being

driven to the wall, they play for safety and an exclusive

market, rather than attempt thi almost hopeless task of

securing a largi^r and more profitable trade by still keener

compc.ition. Under such circumstances, the first man
who is keen enough to see the advantages of substituting

combination for competition as the rule of trade, will find

the people whom he approaches disposed to listen to hitii.

An Early Pool.

Competition was keen and pronts were small in the

United States in the period following the Civil War. Con-
sequently we find here 'the loosest kind of combination
(the pool) coming into prominence in American manufac-
turing industry. An instance given by Ripley is the case

of the Michigan Salt Association. Competition in the salt

trade had proved very destructive of the capital engaged
in it, and finally about 1866 we find the salt manufacturers
in Michigan agreeing to sell their product to an Associa-
tion which was to dispose of it for them. Thus they
would cease to compete against each other in the market
and would be enabled to seci re enhanced profits.

Other Varieties of Pools.

This selling Association is perhaps the most common,
but not the only type of pool. Palgrave's Dictionary of

Political Economy mentions four other classes with the

principles on which they operate : first, division of the

field, where each competitor agrees to take the traffic of a

certain district and withdraws from competition else-

where ; second, division of traffic, where the competitors
agree upon the percentage of the business to be handled
by each concern; third, gross money pools, where they
agree upon a percentage of gross receipts; fourth, net

money pools, where they agree upon a percentage of tho

profits. These latter are the closest and require a sysiiin

of joint book-keeping.
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The Kart«l.

In flcrmanj- induHtrinl coinbiimtioiiN hnvp amen as in

America, and have taken the form of pools—or Kartels ns
they are called in that country. Their afcreeinents have
been recoRnized as enforcible by the Oerman law, though
the (Jovernnient keeps a strong hand over them and sees
that they do not unduly overcharge the public. Thus they
secure all the natural profits resulting from the very large
scale on which their enterprises are operated, and from
the division of labour between them, without being able
to evade the supervision of the floveriiment or their obli-

gations to each other.
, The result of this is that in (!er-

many industrial combinations have remained for the most
part in the pool or Kartel stage. An important German
legal decision quoted in the report of the American Indus-
trial Commission runs as follows

:

"When in a branch of industry the prices of the pni-

duct fall too low and the successful conduct of the indus-
try is endangered or made impossible, the crisis setting in

as the result of such a state of affairs is detrimentu' nut
only to individuals, but also to society as a whoic : ^.nd it

is therefore in the interests of the community mat iinprn-

perly low prices should not exist in a certain branch of in-

dustry for a long time. On the contrary, when prices are

for a long time actually so low that financial ruin threat-
ens th3 entrepreneurs, their combination appears to lie

not merely a legitimate means of self-preservation, but
also a measure serving the interests o' the community.
The formation of syndicates and kartels of the kind hi-re

discussed is, on many sides, thought to be a means par-

ticularly suited tj render great service for the adequatf
progress of the whole economic life of society, in so far

as it prevents uneconomical working a* a loss, overpio-
duetion and the catastrophes connected with it."

A Closer Combinatioi —The Trust.

It is a debateable question whether the German mctliod
of dealing with industrial combinations has not proved
n; ire successful than the English and American system.
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New Jersey the Refuge of the Trust.

This attack on the trusts led several of them, whose

(treat resources enabled them to secure the skill ot the

best lawyers, to change their form. This was JcndeTed

easier by an Act of the State of New Jersey passed in 1889.

"Be it enacted that the directors of any company incor-

porated under this Act, may purchase mines, manufac-

tories or other property necessary for their business, or

the stock of any company or companies owning mining,

manufacturing, or producing materials, or other property

necessary for their business, and issue stock to the amount

of the value thereof in payment therefor, and the stock so

issued shall be declare^ and taken to be fully paid stock

and not liable to any further call."

This New Jersey Act, then, enabled, for instance, the

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey to purchase with

. its own stock and hold the stock of all the other companies

controlled by the Rockefeller and allied interests and

mude possible a unity of administration which would

otherwise have been impossible. This stage is called that

of the holding company. A corporntion is formed which

acquires the stocks of the several combining concerns-

either all or a majority—and gives its own stock therefor.

Its directors become the real managers of all the con-

stituent companies, and though the original corporations

nominally retain their existence, the whole control is

centred in one board of directo-s.*

The Holding Company Declared Illegal.

Recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court

(notably those against the Standard Oil Co. and th

American Tobacco Co.) have, however, been to the cffpc

that the holding company scheme is a violation of the

-The power o( holding the stock of another corporation/.

8aT5 Taussig, "never belongs to a corporation under Enghsh an

Amoric^ law unless given in express terms by the grant of
1^*

I

fh"rterTrom the soverfigB power. In the absence of express grant.

such holding Is ultra vires
' '-outside of .ts legal powers.
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leges—the exclusive right of selling something—and
special privileges are obnoxious to a democratic society.

Such a community does not like to feel that John D.
Rockefeller, for instance, is in control of the United States'

supply of oil, can at any time crush out the small com-
petitor whom he encounters and hold up the people of
the United States for the oil. He is an "oil king," abso-
lute and despotic, and the people of the United States do
not like even constitutional monarchs. To Canadians too
the despotism of such a corporation as the Standard Oil

Company is very obnoxious.

The abuses of monopolies are, however, not only senti-

mental ; they are exceedingly practical ; otherwise so prac-
tical a people as those who reside on this North American
continent would hardly have acted so vigorously against
them. These practical abuses may now be considered.

The Trust is the Enemy of the Competing Producer.

The trust is able to crush competitors by three kinds of
alleged unfair dealing. The first of these is local dis-

crimination in prices. The trust, being the largest pro-
ducer in its field, may sell goods for less than cost in some
parts of its territory, provided that it makes enough in

other parts to continue operating at a profit. The smaller
producer is thus driven out.

"Do you not see," said an independent producer once,

"that in my territory I can produce more cheaply than
you can?"
"Do you not see," replied the manager of the trust,

"that if we lose money in the twenty cities where you are

operating, and make money in the two hundred other cities

where we are operating, we come out ahead?" This policy
is effective in keeping down small but rising competitors.

A second means used by the trust is, in cases where it

produce? many lines of goods, and its competitor only
one, to cut its prices on such part of its product as com-
petes with his, while maintaining or even increasing its

prices on other products. This will be just as effective in

putting him out of business as the first method.
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course eliminated) in one place than in another, or to
prev(-nt them selling more cheaply to one person than to
another. To bring this to pass would require a much
greater efflciejicy of administrative supervision than has
existed up to the present in the United States or Canada.

The Tnut a>.d the Investor.

We have now shown how the competitor and how the
consumer of the trust 's products s'uffcr from the methods
used by the t-usts and how it is proposed to deal with
their case. The competitor and the consumer, however,
have not been the only sufferers.

The Small Investor Has Also Lost by Investing in the

Common Stock of the Trust.

When a trust is being formed, financiers usually called
promoters go from one producer of a commodity to an-
other, making arrangements for the purchase of their
plants in case the venture is a success. They usually pro-
pose to pay the vendors of these plants in preferred stock
or in bonds of the trust (thus Mr. Carnegie sold his steel
plants to the United States Steel Corporation for $320,-
000,000 of 5% bonds of the United States Steel Corpora-
tion), and usually they pay more than the plants are
really worth. Then they issue other stock, preferred or
common, retain the better class of this for themselves, and
get rid of the common stock to the credulous public, which
is fascinated by the prophecies of high dividends on the
trust's common stock and consequent increase in the price
of that stock—prophecies which do not usually "pan
out.

'

' The promoters make money out of the big block of
stock which they have retained for themselves and which
they keep if they think that it will pay them to do so, or
sell to the public if it will not. Hence, besides all the
bonds and preferred stock which together usually amount
to the full value of the plants which constitute the trust,

there is generally issued and sold to the investing public
a vast quantity of commf i stock in the new trust.
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The process is well described in the Report of the Ameri-
can Industrial Commission :

"The profit of the promoter is generally that portion of
the stock issued, that is left after paying for the plants
entering into the combination and the expenses of the or-
ganization. Usually, therefore, the amount paid for the
plants is not known to the investing public; the amount
received by the promoter is not known to the vendors them-
selves; at times no careful estimate is published of the value
of the tangible assets; even the earning capacity of the dif-
ferent plants is not alwaj's made public. In consequence,
the speculative element in the value of the shares for the
first few months after the organization, is possibly the most
irjiportant feature in connection with them.
"The larger combinations usually issue to their stock-

holders once a year an annuaS report regarding the business.
This report, however, is frequently in terms so general that
it is difficult to learn much regarding actual conditions, and
this speculative element still remains.

Directors Take Advantage of Shareholders.

"This secrecy in promotion, combined with very large
capitalization, gives a great advantage to directors and
officers of the combination and others associated with them
in knowing the value of the shares. There seems to be no
doubt that m many instances the promoters of combina-
tions have been able to unload large blocks of stock at
prices far above their values, as shown by later experi-
ence. Parties interested'in the Intei national Silver Com-
pany attempted by a pool to unload stock at 30, which
soon afterwards fell to 12. At other times insiders might
be able to take advantage of the public in the stock mar-
ket, as was charged against an officer of the American
Steel and Wire Company, and there is no question that
some of them do take such advantage of stockholders for
whom they are acting substantially as trustees.

'

'

Small Investors Snffer From Trusts.

The small private investors, then, have suffered from
the trusts only less than the consumers, though we do not
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Canadian Legitlation on OomUnei.
What has been done In Canada to limit the powers of

monopolies? So far not a great deal. The general dis-
position has been to rely upon the common law. In 1888
a committee was appointed by the Dominion Parliament to
investigate and report upon alleged combinations in manu-
factures, trade, and insurance in Canada, and : le anti-
combines legislation of 1889 which resulted from their
report was merely declaratory of the common law on this
subject.

Another way in which combines were attacked was by
removing the duty on the monopolized article. Thus, us a
result of a combine which unduly enhanced the price of
paper, the duty on paper entering the country was in 1900
reduced from twenty-six i^er cent, to ten per cent.

The Combiues Inveitigation Act.

These earlier measures proved inadequate » d unsatis-
factory, and in 1910 a Combines Investigation Act was
passed, which is, in many respects, modeller! on the Indus-
trial Disputes Investigations Act of 1907. ^nder this Act,
any six consumers in Canada who have reason to believe
that a combination which has unduly enhanced prices
exists in any department of industry, may apply before
any High Court for the appointment of a Board of Inves-
tigation to report upon the alleged combine. If they can
produce reasonable evidence in support of their conten-
tion, a Board of Investigation is appointed, consisting of
three persons, one appointed by the complainants, a second
by those accused of being in the combine, while the third
who acts as chairman, must be a judge chosen by the other
two or by the Minister of Labour. Where it is shown that
a combine exists and is favored by the customs tariff, the
Governor-General-in-Council is given authority to reduce
or abolish the duties on the monopolized articles. Further,
if the combine is found to have unduly enhanced prices or
: stricted competition to the detriment of consumers, a
penalty of $1,000 a day is provided, unless the offending
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

EOONOMIOS.

LESSON XVII.

1. Show that the monopoly profits on a commodity wiil,

under lilte circumstances, never be less than competitive
profits on the same commodity. (Refer also to Les-
son VII.)

? What is a pool 1 Enumerate and describe the differ-

ent kinds of pools.

3. Why has the American pool proved to be an unwork-
able form of organization? Compare the American
and the German methods of dealing with the pool or
kartel.

4. Explain the process of forming a trust.

5. Under what circum" ances was the trust replaced by
the holding company ? Give an example of a holding
company.

6 State the substance of the proposed anti-monopolistic
measures of the American Government.

7. Against what abuses are the measures referred to in

the previous question directed? Explain fully.

8. In what ways have small investors suffered from the

existence of the trust? How are they protected in

Gerraany ?

9. What are the causes which lead to the issue of water-
ed stock? Explain the promoter's point of view.

10. Discuss the rise of combinations in Canada and give

the substance of the legislation enacted against them.
Why are Canadian combinations less formidable than
those of the United States?
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